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Avoided Cost Study 
Supplier Billing Option Program 
June, 2008 
 
 

Findings 
 
The net avoided cost for SBO Billing for each of The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company 
(“Peoples Gas”) and North Shore Gas Company (“North Shore Gas”) is $0.35 per bill, 
representing avoided costs associated with envelopes, preprinted forms, bill inserts, postage and 
payment processing.  This amount reflects an offset of $0.09 for incremental costs associated 
with three required customer communications annually that Peoples Gas and North Shore Gas 
(“the Companies”) previously distributed as bill inserts, but will require the use of direct mail in 
the future. 
 
Background 
 
In the Illinois Commerce Commission’s (“Commission”) Order in Docket Nos. 07-0241/07-0242 
(Cons.), the Commission directed Peoples Gas and North Shore Gas to conduct an avoided cost 
study of billing costs relating to Choices For You (“CFY”) suppliers participating in Rider SBO 
– Supplier Bill Option, which became effective in January, 2003.  The Companies use the same 
billing and payment systems.  Accordingly, the study applies to both Peoples Gas and North 
Shore Gas. 
 
Under Rider SBO, a CFY Supplier who is participating in the Choices For Yousm program may 
elect to issue a single bill to the Rider CFY customers to whom the CFY Supplier sells gas.  The 
single bill will be for both the gas-related purchases and the associated utility-provided delivery 
service.  At the time of the Order, no customers or suppliers were participating in the SBO 
program.  Since then, one supplier has begun participating in the SBO program.  Currently, that 
CFY Supplier bills 269 customers under Rider SBO.   
 
The purpose of this study is to ascertain the level of costs (on a per-bill-basis) that the 
Companies avoid for each SBO participant.  The Order further directs that the study be submitted 
to the Commission within 120 days (from February 5, 2008) and that Rider SBO be subsequently 
modified to reflect the results.  Currently, Rider SBO for each utility reflects a $0.33 per bill 
credit for avoided postage and paper costs for participating customers. 
 
Methodology 
 
The study team was compiled from numerous areas of the Companies including Information 
Technology Services  (ITS), Gas Regulatory Services, Printing & Duplication, Gas 
Transportation Services, Corporate Communications and General Accounting.  The Team 
identified areas for analysis, with each member conducting analysis in his/her area of expertise 
with support from other administrative areas.  Findings were compiled and reviewed by the 
Team. 
 
Eligible SBO avoided costs for purposes of this study include those that represent activities that: 
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1) Are funded by ratepayers in the Companies’ base rates; 
2) Are no longer performed by the Companies for CFY Suppliers choosing SBO; and 
3) Are assumed by the CFY Supplier. 

 
Avoided costs that meet these criteria are properly credited to suppliers.  It is also important to 
acknowledge that while some activities and costs are borne by either the Companies or the 
suppliers, many are necessary and appropriate for both in order to provide services to customers. 
 
Description of Cost Components 
 
• Programming & System Maintenance 
 

The Information Technology Services group analyzed the programming and system 
maintenance requirements relating to billing.  The review considered hardware, software, 
licensing, staffing and future changes/enhancements.  Their conclusion was that there are no 
ITS cost reductions relating to the ongoing billing process due to customers receiving bills 
under Rider SBO.  The same level of hardware, software, licensing and staffing is required to 
maintain the existing billing system, with incremental costs in fact added due to the 
additional programs, routines and maintenance required for SBO billing. 
 
Finding:  No avoided costs. 

 
• Account Management. 
 

The elements of account management reviewed include application processing, customer 
inquiries, quality control and credit/collections.  Although workload has increased slightly 
due to Rider SBO application processing and customer inquiries, the other processes are 
expected to remain at their current levels based on review of the procedures/processes and 
actual experience over the previous several months.   
 
Workload and processes remain unchanged for quality control.  Similar reviews, exception 
handling and reporting are required for SBO customers as for other customers, regardless of 
whether the “presentation” of the bill is via mail, electronic presentation or data transfer to a 
CFY Supplier for inclusion in a combined bill.  The Companies remain responsible for the 
calculation and accuracy of bills forwarded, whether directly to the customer, or via 
suppliers’ combined bills. 
 
Credit/collection costs are also not expected to change due to SBO billing for the following 
reasons: 

1. Suppliers are expected to target customers who are more likely to pay on-time.  In 
fact, the Order has directed the Companies to make available to suppliers payment 
histories and arrearage data for a fee to facilitate screening of customers.  As a result, 
the Companies are more likely to retain poor-paying customers and incur collection 
costs. 

2. Suppliers are able to drop poor-paying customers, who revert to utility service.  As a 
result, suppliers are better able to cap their uncollectible exposure as they are not 
bound by the same regulatory rules/constraints as the Companies. 
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3. The Companies will continue to utilize direct mail communications, direct calling, 
automated outbound voice messaging, credit reporting and other intervention 
strategies for both customers receiving bills from the Companies and customers 
receiving combined bills from suppliers. 

4. The Companies’ portfolio of intervention strategies for late and non-paying customers 
does not rely on bill inserts.  Loss of bill inserts for communications will not impact 
Collections activities or costs. 

 
Finding:  No avoided costs. 

 
• Bill Generation and Sendout 

 
Costs associated with bill generation and sendout fall generally into two categories:  fixed 
costs and variable costs.  For purposes of this study, fixed costs represent those that do not 
change due to changes in billing volumes, as well as those that only change with extremely 
large changes in volume.  Variable costs represent costs that vary with the number of bills 
generated. 

 
Fixed Costs 
 
The following costs have been identified as fixed: 
 

 Maintenance agreements on printer/copiers 
 Mail messenger service 
 Inserting equipment maintenance 
 Miscellaneous supplies including ink, parts, quads 
 USPS permit to mail fees 
 Postage meter base 
 Contractor labor 
 Internal labor 
 Presort mail service 
 Floor space for inserters and copier/printers 
 Disaster recovery 
 Shipping of bill stock and inserts 

 
The equipment and process represented above represent extremely cost-effective, high-
volume operations that are not readily scalable.  Economies of scale are derived by the 
integration of the customer information systems, high-volume printers/copiers, 
sorters/inserters, optimal use of internal/external staff and services, and streamlined 
procedures.  The process has been reviewed numerous times over the years to assure 
maximum flexibility and responsiveness, while minimizing cost.  As a result, many of these 
“fixed” costs will not change due to shifts in the volume of bills generated.   
 
Other costs, such as those associated with equipment or staffing, will only be reduced with 
extremely large reductions in billing of 25% or more for the Companies.  Combined, the 
fixed costs represent $0.0495 per bill. 
 
Finding:  No avoided costs. 
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Variable Costs 
 

The following costs have been identified as variable: 
 

 Envelopes 
 Preprinted forms 
 Bill inserts 
 Postage 

 
Combined, the avoided cost represents approximately $0.38 per bill.  However, because bill 
inserts will no longer be available as a vehicle for communications with customers, certain 
required communications will now require delivery via direct mail, partially offsetting the 
avoided costs above.  These required communications include an annual brochure with 
information relating to rates, billing and company contacts, and two safety-related 
communications distributed each year.   
 
The safety-related communications are a component of a comprehensive communications 
plan on file with the Department of Transportation (“DOT”) to comply with rules in API RP 
11621 that went into effect in June, 2005.  These incremental costs include an envelope, 
communications pieces and postage.  Combined, the incremental costs are approximately 
$0.09 per bill. 
 
Finding:  Net avoided costs equal $0.29 per bill ($0.38 - $0.09). 

 
Payment Processing 
 
The Companies are utilizing a number of payment methods to provide high levels of service and 
convenience to a diverse group of customer segments.  The different payment methods 
incorporate variations of electronic through personal interaction, in-house through third-party 
management and services, and individual through ongoing or automated payment.  The payment 
methods offered by the Companies currently include: 
 

 Quick Pay via the Web and Integrated Voice Response (IVR) 
Payments are made by the customer through his/her bank account or debit or credit 
card using Quick Pay. 

 Quick Pay via interaction with customer representatives 
Payments are made by the customer through his/her bank account or debit or credit 
card while on the phone with a customer representative. 

 Automatic Payment Plan 
Payments are automatically deducted by the Companies from the customer’s 
checking or savings account. 

 Authorized Agent Network 
Payments are made at authorized neighborhood locations such as banks and 
grocery stores. Funds are forwarded electronically to the Companies. 

 E-Bill/E-Pay 
Customers receive electronic bill statements and make payments on-line. 

                                                 
1  American Petroleum Institute Recommended Practice 1162: Public Awareness Programs for Pipeline Operators 
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 Bill Payment Services 
Electronic Fund Transfers by banks and government agencies. 

 Currency Exchanges 
Payments made at neighborhood currency exchanges are forwarded electronically 
to the Companies. 

 Mail 
Payments are sent to the Companies and processed using high-volume, high-
efficiency equipment and technology.  Over fifty percent of payments are by mail. 

 
Payment processing costs are segregated into fixed and variable cost categories.  For purposes of 
this study, fixed costs represent those that do not change due to changes in billing volumes, as 
well as those that only change with extremely large changes in volume.  Variable costs represent 
costs that vary with the number of bills generated. 
 
Fixed Costs 
 
The costs for mail processing represent fixed costs.  These costs include: 

 Extraction machines that remove the contents of envelopes 
 Transport machines that scan the documents, endorse checks and capture images 
 Employee labor 

The high volume equipment is highly efficient and automated, and is integrated with the 
Companies’ customer information systems.  Elimination or reduction of components of the 
payment processing system would only take place with extremely large reductions in the 
Companies’ payment processing.  Payments by mail would need to decline by over 33% for any 
impact on costs.  Further, even at that level of reduced processing, avoided costs would not be 
proportionately lower due to the need for backup resources of equipment and staff, ongoing 
programming and maintenance and other miscellaneous fixed costs. 
 
Finding:  No avoided costs. 

 
Variable Costs 
 
The costs for other types of payment processing besides mail are largely variable.  These costs 
include various combinations of technology, licensing, outsourcing, third-party 
vendors/agreements and internal staff as required.  Avoided cost was calculated individually by 
payment type, with the results reflected in a weighted avoided cost that incorporates the 
frequency of the different types of payment.  The result was then adjusted from a “per payment” 
avoided cost basis to a “per month” avoided cost basis, since an average customer payment 
corresponds to more than a single month’s billing.  The calculation yielded an avoided cost for 
payment processing of $0.06 per bill. 
 
Finding:  Avoided costs equal $0.06 per bill. 
 
 


